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The Psychopathology of Functional Somatic Syndromes: Neurobiology and Illness Behavior in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, Gulf War Illness. Series on Malaise, Fatigue, and DebilitatioRoutledge, 2004

	Learn how a patient’s behavior can factor into the prognosis of medically unexplainable illness!

	

	The Psychopathology of Functional Somatic Syndromes examines the link between mental illness and physical syndromes that lack organic disease explanations, including chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, premenstrual...
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Java Data Access: JDBC, JNDI, and JAXPHungry Minds, 2001
This hands-on guide shows Java developers how to access data with the new 3.0 Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API, use LDAP-enabled directory services with Java Network Directory Services (JNDI), and manipulate XML data using Java APIs for XML Processing (JAXP).  Pick up this book to acquire the skills needed to effectively create Java...
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Money and Happiness : A Guide to Living the Good LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Praise for Money & Happiness
"Laura Rowley makes us all understand the money-happiness connection in our own lives so that we spend our time and our efforts wisely. She gets to the heart of why money can bring feelings of stress, joy, and freedom, and Rowley offers insight that every reader can use to make smarter decisions that will...
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Guide to Wireless Network SecuritySpringer, 2006
With the rapid deployment of wireless networks in business environments, IT professionals must implement security mechanisms that are equivalent to those existing today for wire-based networks. This volume is an authoritative, clearly-presented guide to key foundation topics and technology frameworks for designing and maintaining secure,...
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Packet Guide to Voice over IP: A system administrator's guide to VoIP technologiesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Go under the hood of an operating Voice over IP network, and build your knowledge of the protocols and architectures used by this Internet telephony technology. With this concise guide, you’ll learn about services involved in VoIP and get a first-hand view of network data packets from the time the phones boot through calls and...
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PostgreSQL 9.0 High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2010

	PostgreSQL database servers have a common set of problems they encounter as their usage gets heavier and requirements more demanding. You could spend years discovering solutions to them all, step by step as you encounter them. Or you can just look in here.


	All successful database applications are destined to eventually run into...
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New Metropolitan Perspectives: Knowledge Dynamics and Innovation-driven Policies Towards Urban and Regional Transition Volume 2 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies, 178)Springer, 2020

	
		?This book presents the outcomes of the symposium “NEW METROPOLITAN PERSPECTIVES,” held at Mediterranea University, Reggio Calabria, Italy on May 26–28, 2020.

	
		Addressing the challenge of Knowledge Dynamics and Innovation-driven Policies Towards Urban and Regional Transition,...
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Literature-based Discovery (Information Science and Knowledge Management)Springer, 2008
When Don Swanson hypothesized a connection between Raynaud’s phenomenon and dietary fish oil, the field of literature-based discovery (LBD) was born. During the subsequent two decades a steady stream of researchers have published articles about LBD and the field has made steady progress in laying foundations and creating an identity. LBD is...
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Enterprise 2.0Ashgate, 2008

	The notion that the corporation is changing fundamentally has been around for decades – dating back to Peter Drucker’s seminal work in the 1980s on ‘The New Organization’. In 1992, I discussed what I called ‘The New Enterprise’ in my book Paradigm Shift, saying ‘the corporation of old simply...
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Electromagnetic Fields: Restrictions and ApproximationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	The subject of this book falls within the scope of three disciplines – the antennas theory, highfrequency

	electrodynamics and mathematical physics. There are problems in which these

	disciplines are fundamentally connected. They are the inverse problems of the high-frequency

	field theory, more precisely – the connection...
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Statistical Thinking for Non-Statisticians in Drug RegulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Written by a well-known lecturer and consultant to the pharmaceutical industry, this book focuses on the pharmaceutical non-statistician working within a very strict regulatory environment. Statistical Thinking for Clinical Trials in Drug Regulation presents the concepts and statistical thinking behind medical studies with a direct connection...
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Mind Over Markets: Power Trading with Market Generated Information, Updated EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A timely update to the book on using the Market Profile method to trade 


	Emerging over twenty years ago, Market Profile analysis continues to realize a strong following among active traders. The approach explains the underlying dynamics and structure of markets, identifies value areas, price rejection points, and...
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